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Molten silica (Si02) and silicates (e.g. Mg2Si04) are archetypal inorganic glass戸forming
liquis， and have large shear viscosities. These properties are attributed to the randomly-
networked structure consisting of Si04 tetrahedra. The slow shear relaxation， typically 
over tens nanoseconds or longer， isinduced by. the long-lived current modes which are 
generated by the strong non-linear coupling of short-lived modes in the random network. 
The relation between structure and dynamics is， ingeneral， one of those problems 
to which molecular dynamics (MD) is a powerful tool. In the cases of the slow shear 
relaxation in molten silica and silicates， however， the Iong-lived current modes are hardly 
tractable by MD simulations. In these cases， MD simulations can provide merely the 
'bare' shear viscosity which represents the propagation of the short-lived current modes 
and has the small magnitude. It is 'renormalized' by the strong mode-coupling to the 
'dressedT shear viscosity which represents the propagation of the long-lived current modes 
and has the large magnitude. 
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2 Hydrodynamic Scaling 
2.1 Frequency-Scale lnvariance and Hydrodynamic Exponents 
In his recent studies， Takeuchi suggests the theory of hydrodynamic scaling to implement 
the renorrr叫izationof the bare shear viscosity at finite frequency (or， finite time) to the 
dressed shear viscosity at zero frequency (or， infinite time) [1 J.The bare shear viscosity， 
KT(k，ω) at finite wavenumber k and白nitefrequency 叫 iscoarse崎grainedinω-domain 
by integrating its convolution to the Lore凶zianwindow， (1/π)r/(ω2十r2)，ofthe五nite
halιwidth r. Its approach to the limitω →o isthen inferred from the hierarchy with 
decreasing r， and is expressed by a power law， r-WT • A 'hydrodynamic' exponent WT 
is thus defined and characterizes the behaviors of the dressed shear viscosity. The power 
law is attributed to the scale invariance (or， self-similarity) in time or frequency [2}， by 
interpreting the Iong shear reIaxation time as diverging to infinity relative to the cut-off 
tIme l/r. 
2.2 Break-Down of Frequency-Scale Invariance 
The frequency-scale invariance， and therefore the power law， break down in the limit 
F→ 0， since the shear relaxation time is no longer i凶 nitetime relative to 1/ r. The 
convergence to the五nitemagnitude of the dressed shear viscosity is accordingly realized. 
Applying the theory 0ぱfhydrωodynam凶icscaling tωOKT刊(k，パUμ吋A
t“lOn凶so∞nsome cases of molten silica and sil立ica剖te白sa抗thigh temperatures and high presslires， 
the power law is confirmed.切Tdiffers by composition， and changes with pressure differ-
ently by composition. These differences indicate those in the dressed shear viscosity and 
in its pressure-dependence. Furthermore， the break-down of the power law is indicated 
in some cases of less-networked liquids having the relatively short shear relaxation time， 
and indicates the COnvergence to the dressed shear viscosity. These behaviors are deter-
mined by the randomly-networked structure， the degree of connectivity in which di百ers
by composition and changes with pressure differently by composition. 
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